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AUDITORY EFFECTS OF NOISE ON AIR-CREW PERSONNEL

I. Introduction. ardesses, airline pilots and flight, engineers, and

The ip11li) has become generally aivare that Federal Aviation Administration flight inspec-
work around aircraft can be extremely noisy and tors. What. happens to the hearing of such

Iperlaps even hazardous to hearing. Thus, no peop)le? Systematic attempts to answer that
one is surprised that sound-attenuating earmuffs (1tiestion arin few. This study was devised to pro-
are worn by ground crews, when they are assigned vide part of the data from which an answer can
to ramps where engines are running. People be derived.
who live tinder flight paths often complain about First, let us look at the amount of noise the
the external sounds created by airplanes. But various groups receive. The most time in the.
comparatively few people have expressed con- air probably accrues to aerial-application pilots
cern for the noise ir.tide tho aircraft and for the and to flight instructors; they commonly fly for
people who tire exposed to it (however, there are 10 hours or so every day that weather permits,
exceptions, such as Gasaway, 1970; Stone, 1969; and, in many parts of the country, that, number
Tobias, 1968 a,b,c; and Wick et 7l., 1963). Stud- is increased to 14 hours a day or more. They
ies of cabin and cockpit noise show that many work as many days of the year as possible, and
planes are potential producers of permanent normally they use aircraft whose noise levels
threshold shifts (Figure 1) for people who are are among the highest. Many aviators involved
regularly exposed to the sound levels in the cock- in agricultural work still use open-cockpit. air-
pit or the cabin (Tobias, 1969 a,b). Helicopters planes in which the wind-blast, noise is clearly
an(l planes with open cockpits are the noisiest. excessive for any duration of exposure (Tobias,
Then, more or, less in order, are light single- 1968c). Helicopter pilots,-,, too, work in ex-
engine airplanes, light twin-engine planes, piston- tramely high intensities of noise, but the duration
driven planes in air-transport use, turboprop is considerably shorter than it is for ag pilots.
planes, planes with wing-mounted jet .engines, For both of these groups, some sort of hearing
and planes with rear-mounted jet engines. Of protection-a helmet, or head3et cushions, for
course, the rear-mounted jet-engine aircraft can example-is normally used. Although not en-
be quite noisy toward the rear of the cabin, but tirely satisfactory, these devices do afford some
toward the cockpit, they are generally quiet. attenuation. In a helicopter, the amount of pro-
Since the concern of this paper is with the tection can*often be presumed to be somewhat
hearing of members of flight crews, the effects of better than in an aerial-applications plane. How.
noise at the rear of the cabin can be generally ever, it was not possible to locate an adequate
ignored for everyone except the stewardess, who number of non-military helicopter pilots to test
rides there during takeoff and landing, and, as (analyzing the hearing losses of military pilots
the (data iwill show, her problem with noise is is complicated by their exposure to gunfire), and
relatively minor, so that group is not included here.

The amount of hearing problem likely to be Airline pilots were also excluded because these
engendered by a given amount of noise is a fune- people are required to have semi-annual physical
tion of the susceptibility of the listener, and of examinations, including hearing tests, and only a
the amount of time he is exposed. A comprehen- tiny minority fail because of hearing problems.
sive investigation would probably show that the Although the precision of our laboratory tests
most exposed people are aerial-application (crop- might have turned up somei degree of noise-
duster) pilots, flight instructors, helicopter pilots, ittributable threshold shift, special tests of these
business and other commercial pilots, stew- men would likely not be particularly informa.
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Fitiviu'r 1. Noise speetra In tile cockpitx )f severnl types or aircraft. (at) An open-cockpit aerial-nippliention planne
.elt ita smanll windscreeii, (to) a light, hingie-engine plane, (c) a light, twvin-engine plane, (d) it twin-engine
plane of a type formerly usedl In air transport, (e) a two-engine turbo-prop tit air-transmport use, (f) a four-en-
gine turboprop fin air-tritnsport time, (g) an atir-transiport jet with wing-miounted engines, (h) an air-transport
jet with renr-motinted enginem, (1) a busineus jet with renir-inournted engines. Superimpomed on each s~pectrumi
tire three damange-risk eriterion (DJW() curves (Kryter et (it., If";~) :the lowesit cuirve representm the matximum
acceptable sound level tit any frequency (a spectral line that rigem abovi! i DIlC' curve at tiny point representm
it n1oie that can be ('onxidered hnxzardoiis) for noise exposun'sx of eight or miore hours per day: the( next DIK"
curve rcpresents the niaximurn acceptaisle level for exposoures of two or more hourm per (lay: the top DTIC
cuirve mhows the maximum acemptabple exposutre for eight-hour-per-day exposures for a listener wearing prop-
erly fitting earplugs. Spectra (g), (ht), and (1) lack this1 la114t DRO curve.

tire; for tile most part, they fly in the quietest somewhat. longer periods of exposure than air-
planes, and they (10 so for relatively few hours lino pilots, and( they mnuy fly somnewhat noisier
per week. TI'le same statements apply to flight aireraft. Such aviators, thouigh, tire not repre-
enginfeer-s. sentative of tile majority of commercial pilots.

Sonme commercial pilots. notab~ly those who fly 'Most. of them hiandle charter flights as they come
"c6ompanuy planes" for indlustry, p~rob~ably have aliong, but mafke the largest p~art of their salaries
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(and receive the lirgest part of their noise ex- II. Method.
poey res) ss flight instructors, and so they prop- Experimental subjects were selected from those
(nY a (.IlissA 11.9 inist Iuclto rs. available to this laboratory. They included 12

It was impractical to test. one group of people aerial-application pilots, ranging in age from 22
who are regularly exposed to the noises inside to 58 years (mean 39.3), 15 flight instructors
airplihnes; there is no sensible way to select repre- ranging from 23 to 53 years (mean 34.9), 12
sentative traveling salesmen and professional FAA flight inspectors ranging from 36 to 56
travelers. Tlie grotip was excluded front this years (mean 44.0), and 16 private pilots ranging
series of shidies. Still, although the amount of from 40 to 58 years of age (mean 48.9). (The
exposure-per-week may be fairly high for tray- mean age for all private pilots is 35.8 years.)
elers, they generally try to "get oft the road" Two groups of stewardesses were tested: one
when they haive the chance, and tLc-,' long-term gi'otip of 10 girls ranging in age from 26 to 39)
noise exposure is probably fairly small. years (mean 29.4), with experience ranging be-

Like salesmen, stewardesses have frequent ex- tween C and 15 years, was tested in the same way
posures to noise while they fly, but until very that tl-' pilots were; another group of 106 stew-
recently, most had only a few years of flight ardesses ranging in age from 21 to 44 years
experience. On the average, these girls have kept (mean 26.7) was tested by a somewhat different
flying for only two or three years. However, method. Additional subjects included control
even before the regulations changed, some con- groups (matched for age) for all pilots and for
tinued to fly for 15 or 20 years, and today there the 10-stewnrdess group. For the group of 106
is a good chance that longer periods of exposure stewardesses, each girl served as her own control.
will become common. Thus, the stewardess d(ata Data collection for each subject started with a
will be much more important in the future. short history including age, exposure to aircraft

FAA flight inspectors form a special group. noise in hours-per-week, total years of flying ex-
Their log books show only a little recent flight perience, and, where it was pertinent (as, for ex-
time--certainly not mutch more than most private ample, with FAA inspectors), total number of
pilots have. Yet these are, without exception, hours in the air. Questions were also asked
people with a great deal of past flying ex- about other kinds of noise exlpsure, snch as gun-
perience, and mnany of them still spend a large fire, rock music, snowmobile and motorcycle rid-
partna a of their timestnte ir. Thesend hos are ing, and so on. Information was also requestedoart of their time in the air. These hours are about known plast history of ear disease.
not usually logged, though, because the time is Each subject was tested on a B6kisy audio-
spent in testing prospective licensees, and in meter (Grason-Stadler model E,-800 or mo•"il
traveling to accidents, to inspection sites, or to 1701). This device automatically produces a c i-
testing sites; additional flight time is spent in tinuous-frequency audiogram.
making route checks on air-taxi services, in wit- Audiograms were inspected for indications of
nessing or performing flight checks and type- noise-induced hearing loss or threshold shift.
rating tests, and in observing various other air- This inspection was based on an objective cri-
craft operations. Only occasionally does the in- terion. High-frequency threshold shifts are not
spector ýerve as pilot-in-command. Thus, despite necessarily evidence of noise damage, but a dip
the appearance of little flight time, inspectors in the threshold curve (the dip or tonal gap ap-
are among the fliers who are most exposed to pears as a depressed threshold in a restricted
noise, frequency region) somewhere between 2000 andFor these series of tests, then, audioinetric 6000 IN' is generally accepted as indicating acous-Fxaminaior s t es e s eriof me, tn, aertic trauma. A simple measurement of threshold
examinations were performed on aerial-applica- at 4000 Hz is not an adequate test. To make a
tion pilots, flight instructors (including corn- meaningful test, first a smoothed threshold curve
mercial pilots), stewardesses, and FAA flight is produced by joining the center points of each
inspectors. Additionally, a group of older-than- excursion of the audioraeter's marking pen (Fig-
average people with private-pilot licenses was tire 2). Then, in the event that an apparent dip
tested. in acuity is noted anywhere between 2000 and
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Piouit. 2. Threshold.dip graph. The lighter, oscillating curve it the one plotted by the Bkisy audiometer. The
heavier, solld line Is the smoothed threshold curve. The di.nhed line repiesents the Interpolated "continuation
line" described In the text. In thin exampid, the depth of the high-frequency dip Is about 45 dB, a relatively
large value for subjects used In the present study,

0000 I1z, the curve is smoothed as if the dip tively unexposed groups such as stewardesses.
were riot there. That is, a smooth continuation Also, the statistical treatment was made rela-
line is inserted, in the gap, to join the threshold tively easy by this dichotomizing procedure.
curve at frequencies below the dip to the thresh- Comparisons between experimental and con-
old crirve at frequencies above the dip. The trol groups were made using Fisher's Exact-
depth of the dip is then taken as the maximum Probabilities Test. For these tests, the differ-
vertical distlnce between the inserted line and ences between experimental and control groups
the threshold line. Separations desper. than 15 are l.Nrge enough so that no more than 10 sub-
dB were classified as significant. Any time a jects per group were required. In some circum-
dip wits more than 15 dB for a subject, he was stances, more were tested-when oxtra subjects
tallied as ha'ving a threshold shift that might be were available, they were used.
attributable to noise. It was necessary to use Controls for the group of 106 stewardesses
this kind of criterion because of the huge varia- were the less-exposed members. The 106 were
tions in frequency at which tonal gaps appear. separated into several series of two groups; in
An average of ill the audiograms in a group each series, the people with less flight time were
would wash out most of the information. Meas- compamred to those who had more experience.
tiring the hearing loss or threshold shift only at Both the proportion with dips in each group and
4000 lIz might or might not reflect the true state the size of the average threshold shift were
of the subject's hearing, particularly in the rela- studied. The groups were divided at several ex.
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perience levels to try to find whether it measur- circumaural protection does not keel) out enough
a,)le change arises at some particular point., of the predominating lov -frequency components
Divisions were made at l000-.hours eXperience of the noise. In fact, it is even unlikely that a
(approximately one year of work), 2000 hours, combinatlon of a good circumraural earmtuff and
:3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, and 10000 a good insert earplug would provide adequate
hours. In each case, comparisons were made be- prote'tion against the wind-blast that a pilot
tween those with more than the criterion-number gets whenever lie puts his head over the side.
of hours, and those with the criterion-number or 1). Ah ) "'paisport Pilo0s. This laboratory has
less. not, made a systematic collection of audiometric

111. Results. tests on airline pilots and flight engineers, so
I R lno body of data on this population can be in-

A. FAA Flight Inapeotors. Every Federal Chided in this study. Still, it is worth noting
Aviation Administration flight inspector tested that, of the few who have becLA seen and tested,

shows some degree of threshold shift attributable till have had threshold shifts large enough to be
to noise exposure. On the average, the loss of inchided in the noise-affected group, according
high-frequency hearing would be classed as mod- to the criterion used here. However, among
erate (the worst thresholds are in the range from 70 or 80 thousand medical examinations involved,
40-40 dB HTL, ISO). Statistically, the fact that only one or two air-transpor't people a year are.
the entire test sample evidences andiometric dips grounded because of their hearing. Thait mewis
is significant. However, flight inspection is not that their threshold shifts, although they some-
likely the major source of these threshold shift&, times meet the laboratory criterion, are not ade-
Rather, it is the previous flight experience, pri- quate to interfere with speech reception in tihe
marily in commercial or military aviation, that noisy flight environment.
has decreased the hearing acuity. Each one of E. ,Steiardeq~ee; Group I. Of the 10 stew-
the subjects had many thousands of hours of ardesses in the first group (all selected to have
flight time logged before lie wits tested. Thus9, six years or more of flight experience), eight
so far its their histories of noise exposure are weer, shown to have noise-attributable threshold
concerned, they are really displaced commercial changes. Among the girls in the control group,
and instructor pilots, only two showed a loms similar to that seen in

B. Flight Instructors and Commercial Pilots. the stewardesses. Of these, one had spent a
'rhose who fly light planes for a living, either considerable period of time in target shooting.
as charter pilots or as instructors (or as both) The difrerence between groups is significant
show measurable high-frequency threshold shifts (p<.0O1), which suggests that the noise exposure
ranging from mild to moderate (the worst of flight does produce a measurable degree of
thresholds are in the range from 26-.0 (lB JITL, threshold shift in those who have spent more
ISO) in about 85 per cent of the cases (13 out of than a few years flying. However, despite the
15). Statittically, these shifts are significantly fact that this shift occurs, no case of noise-
more frequent than those found in the control induced shift in either group of stewardesses
group (p<.00 5). could be considered clinically important. The

C. Ag;riutd/ure Po10t8. Aerinl-applicntion pi- very largest dip measured is a narrow tonal gap
pilots, among all the people who make their living (no worse than 30 dB IITL for any stewardess

inside airplanes, receive the longest exposures tested, and averaging only 12 dB ITL) of the
to the most noise. Every pilot in this group had sort. that has little or no effect on the hearing
some loss of hearing, with worst thresholds rang- of speech. It must he considered extremely un-
ing from 30-70 d3 ItITL, ISO. When compared likely thnt any of the stewardesses is consciously
to the control grotup's hearing loss, this 100 per aware of any debilitating problem with her

ceit value turns out to be highly significant hearing.
(p<.001). Clearly, agricultural aviation is not F. ,teu'ardexer,: Group 1I. The 106 stew-
good for hearing. Many of these pilots wear ardegses in the larger group were tested in order
helnets or headsets, but, particularly for the to try to answer some other kinds of questions.
person who flies in an open-cockpit plane, such The attempt was only partially successful. For
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OX11i1iple, it tiurne(1 out. not to be possible to spec- yeati4 ago~ were much noioier thima those that are
ify the effeeto of noise froin vatrioiis types of atrouind today, But moreW likely, thew~ shifts
aircraft. For one thing, short-term stewardesses itre the resuilt of relatively long-term ctimulative
(who might have flown only one type) show exposuires, without regard for tho types of air.
relatively little threshold shift, making comlpari. craft involved.
50fl5 useless; longer-term girls invariably have Ali additional attempt was miade to clarify the
flown several types. The interactions and con- critical period for noise exposures in stewardesses.
rounding factors itre too great. to permit the In this insttimnce, short-term girls were used as
desired measurements to be made. controls for long-term girls. This approach is

However, it wats possible to plot the waty in imperfect ift two or three regards, but it does
which p~atterns of threshold shift change with permit a classification of sort%;. Chi-squitre con-
added years of flying experience. For the first tingency tables were built for various cutolf
few years, according to this sample, the worst dlurations of experience: those with 1000 hour34
th reshold for each girl averages about 10 d113 or less of flight time were compared with tho;.3
(ISO).* (This value is not nlecessarily part of at with more than 1000 hours; another comparison
dipping region.) Then, after about seven years wits made at it cutoff of 2000 hours, and still
of experience, the worst-threshold average jiumps others were run for 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000,
to something more than 20 (111 (Table 1). Tn 9000, 0000, and 10000 hours (Table 2). The re.-

stilt is that, when stewardesses with fewer than
TAttLE 1. Worst-Threshold Averages for 106 Stewardeses 6000 hours are included in the "more-ox pericred~"

sample, there is no useful significant, difference
Iflours of X Worat-tht-cahold between the more -ex pe rienced and the less-ex-

flight experiecne average perienced groups. But once the cuitoff reaches

1-1000 15 10 W00 hours, the groups are consistently different
1001-2000 11 12 (7)<.05). The finding suggests that it ftlkes the
2001-3W0 18 10 first seven years or so for the noise effects to
3001-400 15 7 reach our criterion vilues. Again, it imist be
4001-500 0 14
5001-oOo 10 14 TAnur, 2. Influenee of Flight Experience on Dips In
0001-7000 a 0 flearing Threxholds for 100 Stcivnrdessos
7001-8000 5 i8s----
8001-000 2 32 Nrumlit Chi-Rquara
0001-10000 4 10 flours Y'unihcr initleout (listed on ly

10011i 21 of flight lcith dips dips ichcre siin if-
___________________ ______experience Ž.15 dBi 15 dBi cant: p<0O5)

no case is the aircraft-noise-induceed threshold 1000 or less 10 5
shift large enough to be noticed except on it test 2000e tha 100 10 7
as sensitive as this one, but the Ohange in indica- More than 2000 47 33
tive of the level of the sound fields in which pN or less 27 17
these people work. There is, of course, no cer- Afore than'S 3008 24
tainty that the shifts mneasured are it result of 4W0 or less 33 20
the time spent in the flight environment. It More than 4000 30 17
might be possible to interpret this echange as 5W00 or less 38 3
showing that the planes that were used several More than M00 20 12

000 or less 42 IN0
$On@ xtewardlesi with less than two years of experience More than 000 10 0

had a moderate low-frequency loss of hearing. The 7000 or less 44 40 50
decrement was clearly not related to noise exposure. More then 7000 18 4 50
She had no history of Infections or blockages, and was W00 or lesa 40 4 3referred to an audlological service In her home town. More than 800 15 2
She was found to be otosc'Ierotlc. Ifer data are not MWo or less 47 44
Included In the "worst-threshold" average. Another Mbore than 000 is 2 50
stewardess with a 0-yoor history of working In the Iitit00so es 0 4at hydroplane races wasn also excluded from this 1000or e s thn50 0 14.425
average, _________



reinlemi beredl tbat, these girls still hanve not, su f- IllaiWU -mIre ill deibelCs (for those subjects for whom
fered it heatring loss of filly sort that. vould be a dip met Life I15-dB criterion), showed the ex.
considered it heitlth or it mociatl Jhivard. pertimenital groups fill to be0 affected to it sig-

G. 01,4',' Pi'irate P/lloI. Tests were ruin oi it nificanttly higher degree thtan the control groups.
r~umer f popl ove 40yeas o ngewit prv- il the case of these jprivite pilots, thouigh, no

atme-piot liensee tovery 4o determinae Nvheth pri the 11( signific lance ex~sts, find that fact mnighit mean
Occilioniod recreattional flying (lone b~y the limitfn- ittI)(/freW exssI
tour is as likely to p)rodulce hearing dama-ige as5 IV. Conclusion.
the more concentrated time spent by the profes-
Hional. Although more titan 765 per cent. of these Amiong the people who fly most, shifts in hear-
private pilots showed some threshold shift, that ing threshold tire common. In some cases, these
p~rop~ort ion wats not significantly different. from shifts seemn not, to be different, from those ex-
the pr'oportion seen in control subjects who have perienced by non-flying control groups, but often,
not. flown (but have otherwise lived in acoub- the atircraft-noise expjosulre makties it difference.
tically similar. environments). Thle conclusion The usme of hearing protection will help to solve
to be drawn is; not necessarily thatt piloting a the p~rollein for moist groups where time threshold
light, aircraft for pleasure and personal trans- shift, is large. For others, though, tno real diffi-
portation does? not have an effect on hearing culty with hearing occurs. Most stewardesses,
(although that might be trute) ; from these data, for example, would be safe enouigh if they simply
it isi only proper to infer that the noise exposures us~ed their earplugs while seatted between the en-
receivedi by p)ilots are not oliscriminably dlifferent gines ill rear-engine jets. However, thme uise of
in their effects from the noise exposutres received lproteetive (devices cannot hutrt. anly flying per-
by noti-pilots. With aill other groiips. testedl, sonnel, find could certainly help those. with the
statistical comparisons of the deplh, of the dlip, greatest exposures to cockpit. iind cabin noise.
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